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WANTED
Superintendent Jon Simpson
For misconduct in public office
and corruption.
Punishable by up to life in prison.
Staff Officer to the Commissioner

Evidence of corruption in the Commissioner’s
Office - Superintendent Jon Simpson has been
complicit in a conspiracy to disappear intelligence
that details the corrupt police and organised crime
connection in the rape, torture, tracking and
murder of men, women and children in London.
Evidence provided and proved multiple officers are
guilty of perjury, corruption and misconduct during
the interview which Sergeant Starkey attempts to
deny whilst admitting Officers lied in court.
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Here are examples of the gang sign made by PC
Ali from the movies and real life shootings.
Notice PC Ali appears to be concealing what I
suspect to be a can of CS gas in his right hand the images to the right illustrate an encounter
where the man in the red shirt issues the same
sign and then reveals a concealed gun which he
attempted to use to shoot an officer

In response to my complaint to the MPS about my
interactions at Tottenham Police Station on March
12th 2021 where I not only experienced racism but
was also threatened by an officer who issued a gang
sign that indicates the intention to use violence Sergeant Starkey 156NA states:
“I have viewed the footage of the incident and it
captures the part where you allege that PC Ali
made the gang sign. It appear to me that PC Ali
had simply gripped his belt. No evidence that any
violence was intended to be used against you.”
Watch the interview
held between myself
and Sergeant Starkey
during the investigation
into corruption in the
MPS - November 27th
2021
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The same gesture made by
Aldo in the movie
Inglourious Basterds before
shooting a Nazi.
Officer Ali is quite clearly
not holding his belt.
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